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� After 1997 � 98 Asian �nancial crises, policy recommendations to developing economies: to
reduce debt-to-reserves ratio, reduce short-term external debt (as % of international reserves)
in order to reduce vulnerability to �nancial crisis.

� Countries such as Korea, Taiwan and Chile accumulated big amounts of international reserves.

� Is it always true for developing economies that they would bene�t from accumulating big
stocks of foreign-currency reserves.

� To answer this question, it is necessary to understand the underlying factors that determine
a country�s choice of intl. reserves.

� They consider an economy where international reserves will provide insurance in the case of
default on external debt (which results in the loss of access to intl. capital mkts). External
debt allow the country to smooth consumption when ouput is volatile.

� Political economy considerations will change this optimal strategy.

� Korea�s Example:

� In 2002 South Korea held $121:3 billion in international reserves (minus gold). This was 25%
of GNP and 30% ofM2: 4th largest reserve holdings in the world (Japan, China and Taiwan).

� Some say it is excessive, and Korea should invest abroad in less-liquid high return projects:
most of it comes from gov. bonds, that costs interests of 9%; whereas intl. reserves give a
return of 2� 3%:

� Some say it is not, since a SOE like Korea has to be ready to face unexpected occurrences like
the currency crises in 1997: Also, con�ict with North Korea calls for big intl. reserve holdings
(if they eventually unite, of if con�ict raises and S.Korea needs to face for example panic by
foreign investors).

� Empirical Evidence:

� They study whether political considerations play a signi�cant role in determining international
reserve holdings over and above the standard explanatory variables.

� 64 developing countries over the 1980� 1996 period.
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where:

� � lexa: log volatility of real exports (standard error of regression of trend real exports).

� limy: log percentage share of imports in GDP.

� lneer: log volatility of nominal e¤ective exchange rate. Annual. Computed using previous
24 months. It�s the std of the innovation of % change in the nominal e¤ective exchange
rate.

� So, political uncertainty and corruption reduce the returns to holding international reserves.

� The Model

� Two-period model of an emerging-market economy.

� Productivity shocks that create a volatile tax base.

� Inelastic �scal outlays and costly tax collection.

� The economy can borrow from international markets in the �rst period, but since it can
default in the second period, there is a credit ceiling.

� Output:
Y1 = 1; Y2 = 1 + ";

with density f (") and support [��; �] :

� International borrowing: if in period 1 the economy borrow B; it owes (1 + r)B in period
2; but it can default. If it does, creditors take a fraction � 2 (0; 1) of output (for example,
foreign assets).

� International reserves are beyond the reach of creditors.
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� Resources transferred to intl creditors in second period are

S2 =

8<: (1 + r)B if " > "�

� (1 + ") if " � "�
:

� Let rf be the risk-free interest rate. Non-arbitrage gives r :

E [S2] = (1 + rf )B

so
d [(1 + r)B]

dB
=

(1 + rf )

1� Pr ("�) :

� Credit external cieling:
�

1 + rf
:

� Q := 1� Pr ("�) is the probability of full repayment.

� Demand for public goods is inelastic, G: Financed in part by tax revenues.

� Taxes are costly: direct collection, enforcement, DWLs.

� Tax rate t yields tax revenues
T (t) = Y [t� � (t)] ;

with �0;�00 � 0:

� Gov can acquire intl reserves in the �rst period. They give risk-free return. Spent in the
second period.

� Reserves are accumulated through borrowing and taxation.

� Gov budget constraints:

B + T1 = G+R;

(1 + rf )R+ T2 = G+ S2:

� Benevolent policymaker solves

max
B;R

V = u (C1) +
1

1 + �

Z �

��
u (C2) f (") d"

s:t: :

�
Bgt:Contr0s:

Ci = Yi (1� t) = Yi [1� �i � � (t (�i))]
:

� FOC:

(B) : u0 (C1) (1 + �
0 (�1)) =

1 + rf
1 + �

E [u0 (C2) (1 + �
0 (�2)) j" � "�] ;

(R) : u0 (C1) (1 + �
0 (�1)) =

1 + rf
1 + �

E [u0 (C2) (1 + �
0 (�2))] :
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� If Q = 1; so "� = ��; then both FOC coincide. This is because the two instruments (R
and �B) are perfect substitutes. FOC says that marginal costs in present value are equated.
Borrowing allows for intertemporal smoothing of the tax burden (Barro 1979).

� If Q < 1; R helps in smoothing consumption in those states of the world where the economy
defaults.

� So why does the economy borrow in the �rst place? It could have only R and �nance this
through taxes. Because of costly tax collection, it is increasingly costly to raise everything
trhough taxes, so B helps in this respect.

� Reserves:

� When R = 0; a marginal increase in R helps cushion the fall in consumption when default
occurs. (Reserves are out of the reach of intl creditors.)

� Intl. reserves provide insurance. Help in smoothing consumption intertemporally in the event
of a default.

� Therefore, at the margin, acquiring intl. reserves increases the optimal level of borrowing.

�More reserves make more resources available in period 2;

�And this resources are insulated from the shocks.

� The net e¤ect of intl. reserves is to reduce the need for additional tax revenues when there is
default. Reduces cost of obtaining public funds.

� Political Economy Considerations

� Interest groups compete for �scal resources to support their speci�c agenda.

� Fiscal expenditures are the outcome of this competition.

� The Treasury Minister decides the �nal allocation. Two possible types: soft and tough.

� Soft TM in second period: gives all maximum resources to the groups: chooses tm that
maximizes t� � (t) : Consumption is Y2 (1� tm) :

� Tough in second period: gives nothing.

� First period: if soft is in power, collects maximum e¤ective revenue, reserves are 0 and
B = �

1+rf
:

� If tough is in power, there is a chance � of surviving to next period. He maximizes rep. agent�s
intert. utility. Takes into account that e¤ective rate of return on reserves is now � (1 + rf ) :
FOCs are the same, with this only caveat.

� This reduces R today and increases borrowing: greater borrowing reduces resources to be
"expropriated" by soft TM. (Does not always hold.)

� Notice that higher � makes tough to behave more like the soft TM.
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� Grater � reduces demand for R and increases borrowing. So does high corruption. Both
reduce the size of the bu¤er stock.

� Political economy factors should be taken into account when explaining demand for reserves
and the size of the bu¤er stock.

� So, if a high B=R is a symptom of opportunistic behavior, a policy recommendation to increase
intl. reserves may be welfare-reducing.
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